A completely regular semimetric space M is constructed which has no ir-discrete network. The space M constructed has the property that every subset of M of cardinality 2^o contains a limit point of itself; thus, assuming 2^o = Xi, M is Lindelöf. It is also shown from the same space M that, assuming 2^o = fr$i, there exists a regular Lindelöf semimetric space X such that XXX is not normal (hence not Lindelöf).
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A. V. Arhangel'skil asks the following question [l, p. 131]: Does every symmetric space have a cr-discrete network? R. W. Heath asks in [3] : Does every regular Lindelöf semimetric space have a countable network? In this paper Arhangel'skiï's question is answered negatively by the construction of a completely regular semimetric (hence symmetric) space M which has no cr-discrete network. In that same space M, every subset of cardinality 2^° contains a limit point of itself, so that, assuming the continuum hypothesis, M would be Lindelöf. Thus, subject to the continuum hypothesis, Heath's question is also answered negatively.
Finally it is shown from the same space M that, assuming the continuum hypothesis, there exists a regular Lindelöf semimetric space X such that XxX is not Lindelöf-in fact not even normal.
A collection of subsets ft of a topological space X is said to be a network for X if, given an open set U containing a point x, there exists vl £ft such that xÇzA Ç U. A network Ö is a cr-discrete network if ft is the countable union of discrete collections. A topological space X is said to be a semimetric space if there exists a real valued, nonnegative, symmetric function d on XXX such that:
If A is a set, let card A denote the cardinality of A. Let T denote the first ordinal such that card {a \ a an ordinal, a <T} = 2^°.
Theorem
1. There is a completely regular semimetric (hence symmetric) space M such that (i) M has no cr-discrete network, (ii) every subset of M of cardinality 2^° contains a limit point of itself so that, if ¡Ay = 2\ M is Lindelöf. It is easily checked that/£3r. Therefore, for some ordinal a,/ =fa. Now /" has the property that there exists at most one xe in D such that fa(x$) =xe (in the case of fa strictly increasing etc., {(x, /(x)) | x£D} being bounded away from A guarantees for every 6, 6<T,fa(xe) 9*-xè). Rr\(S'yXS'2) = {((l,z), (2,z))} and R is discrete in itself. Note XXX is separable. Thus, by Theorem lof [4 ] , X X X is not normal.
